
             

What is it that interests us in the Learning Journey? 

 

Narratives and Theory of Change 

•Which narrative / terminology do you use to describe the challenges of the country's 
context (i.e. fragility, conflict, violence or else) 

• Is it the intention of the DDLG program to have an impact on fragility, conflict or 
violence? If not, why? 

•Can you describe the ToC that has been established in the intervention strategy? Where 
there additional unitended changes? 

•What are the underlying assumptions of the ToC?

•Are there different ToCs in peacebuilding and governance programs, are there 
differences in the way they are implemented? 

•Do other donors, partners and implementers have the same understanding of how 
DDLG interventions will help to reduce violence, achieve peace and democracy? 

Intended and unintended impacts 

•What is the impact of DDLG programmes on the dynamics of conflict and fragility? 

•How can DDLG programmes be combined with programmes focused on conflict 
transformation and peacebuilding? 

•Did you need to adapt the intervention strategy or program to (intended or unintended) 
changes in the context? 

•Did SDCs instruments give you enough flexibility to adapt to the context? If yes, how 
and if not, why? 

Assessment, steering and risks

•What kind of analyses did you conduct before or during you implemented DDLG 
programmes (i.e. governance assessment, CSPM assessment, conflict analysis, PEA 
analysis)? 

•What was the impact of these analyses (i.e. how did a PEA analysis change the 
intervention strategy or approach)? 

•Which were the most important topics that came up during a CSPM assessment and 
how were these aspects integrated in the DDLG programs? 

•What kind of risks did you take, which ones were you not willing to take and why? 

Monitoring

•Did you include indicators in the monitoring of the DDLG programs that would show the 
impact on conflict, fragility or violence? If yes, which ones and why? If not why not? 

•Did you see signs of evidence that have confirmed that DDLG programs have 
contributed to overcome fragility, conflict and violence? In which ways?
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